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Hi ,  my name is  Rolly.  I ´m  a  roly-poly bug and i ´m  going to tell  you what happen 
in  soil ,  the place where i  l ive .



When autumn comes ,  the leaves of  the trees fall  and 
cover the ground.



Along with worm and snails ,  as  well  as  other smaller bugs ,  we eat  the leaves
and plant litter that are on the ground.



Then,  other inhabitants of  the soil  that cannot be  seen with the naked 
eye ,  such as fungi  and bacteria ,  feed on the remains that we leave 
behind .  Nothing is  wasted in  the soil !  Yummy yummy!



Days go by,  and the leaves have disappeared.  We have eaten so much!  But  there is  
always food left  in  the soil  so that our friends ,  the plants ,  can also eat  to grow 
up big  and strong.



Together with my friends ,  we transform all  the plant remains that fall  to  the 
ground into a  rich organic matter .
Scientists call  our work "  l itter decomposition" .
And it  is  very important for the soils  to be  alive  and healthy.



Also ,  we help  the soil  not 
be  damaged by  the action 
of  rain or wind .



Thanks to the work of  all  of  us ,  soil  are healthier .
Healthy soils  supply  the nutrients ,  water ,  oxygen and root support that our 
food-producing plants need to grow and flourish .



All  the inhabitants of  the soil  are important so the more friends i  have ,  
the better! ! !



For this  reason,  it  is  important that we take 
care of  soils  and protect them,  for your well  
being and that of  all  living beings that 
inhabit  our planet.



in  this  book Rolly,  a  roly-poly bug ,  tells  you about the
importance of  biodiversity  and the litter decomposition
process in  soil  health .


